
The children’s 
posters
Created over four weeks at 
the end of Year 2 (age 6 – 7)
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Developing the posters
• The children were asked to create posters that would 

help people understand what reading, writing and 
learning was like for them in school.

• The posters were created at the end of the summer 
term 2023. 

• The school had an established sequence for teaching 
writing. The poster sessions followed this sequence. 
We began by looking at the ‘features’ of a research 
poster (headings, layout, images etc), before moving 
on to discuss questions and topics that had arisen from 
the wider project.

• The children could take two photographs to add to 
their poster. Some chose from a selection of 
photographs taken by other children. 
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B46 introduces herself and her friends on 
her research poster



Explaining the task: The flipchart slides 
from Session 1

School  Logo



Exploring the posters • Hover the mouse pointer over the bottom of the PDF 
window to bring up the viewing bar. Us the – and + 
buttons to enlarge or reduce the poster. 

• Click on the hand to allow using the pointer to move 
around the poster. You can also use the scroll bars at 
the top or bottom of the screen.

• There are two pages for each poster. The first shows
the work as the child intended, the second has a
printed version of the writing.
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B49 introduces himself, 
saying “This is me. I like 
writing.”

B44 explains 
“Reading and 
writing is 
important to me 
because I want to 
get smart.”
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A34 took two photographs, 
one of the reading display 
in the classroom book 
corner and one of the 
researcher’s laptop screen, 
showing the topics and 
ideas we had been 
discussing. The question on 
the right-hand side -
Doesn’t reading do 
anything else? had been 
originally written by the 
researcher during the 
discussion and drafting 
process.  
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Learning 6/7/23

This is me and I 
like reading and 
writing

Where to write
We have to sit on a table and a 
chair and facing the right way 
so it can be easier to write. And 
we need to think first before 
writing. We need to include 
more spelling and handwriting.

Doesn’t 
reading do 
anything else? 
It does it can 
help us with 
spelling and 
writing with

We have to
include writing 
features?
We need to 
include more 
spelling and 
handwriting. 
And we need to 
think first 
before writing. 

What about reading? 
What is good Questions reading 
helps us with spellings.
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A28 took just one 
photograph. It depicts 
his classroom’s English  
working wall. Many of 
the children took similar 
photographs and 
commented on how 
helpful they found the 
resource. 
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Hello this is me. I 
love computing 
and literacy. 
Everybody is 
equal to me. My 
teachers are very 
kind for me. I have 
friends. My friends 
help me with my 
learning. 

Education makes people smarty and happy. 
However, you can also be smart by reading 
books and information texts and in them you 
could find amazing facts. Reading and writing. 

Resources
• rubber
• pencil
• sharpener
• paper

Smart

Reading is not a play

Reading is not a play. Reading is learning.
Playing is doing something that you want to do.
People can help you with learning. 

Reading is when you read something. For example, facts,
information texts, article books and newspapers. 

What is reading and writing

Writing is when you write. When you read you put all
the reading into your writing.

This is a photo of our English wall. 
We use the English wall to help us 
if stuck on something. Even I use 
it. 

Why do we write?
We write to know more
about reading and 
writing. 
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B52 focuses on making 
progress in his work. He 
talks about reading, 
handwriting and learning 
making you good, better
and smart.
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B46 talks about her 
friends and her 
favourite books. She 
also explains  the 
school’s reward system, 
explaining she gets 
‘Dojo points’ when she 
does good learning. 



Headings!

Learning and friends
I get Dojo points when I learn good.
I also get Dojo points when I get
stickers and I do good learning in school
and home. I get more learning at school 
than home.

I took a picture of this
because it helps us for our reading
All the books are very interesting! So
colourful!

I took this picture because it’s very
wonderful and amazing. My favourite book is
The Lonely Beast and Claude in the City

Learning and friends
I get Dojo points when I learn good. I also 
get Dojo points when I get stickers and I
do good learning. Ido good handwriting 
sometimes. My friends are very kind. They
are sometimes not my friends but now they 
are my friends.



B24  talks about learning 
being fun, and therefore 
play. He also talks about 
getting certificates and 
points for good work. 



What things do you need?
You need resources.
You need punctuations.
You need capital letter. 

What resources do we need?
• A rubber
• A pencil
• A sharpener
• A pen
• learning and reading instructing books is play
• In maths using resources is very fun
• Writing about your favourite books might be extremely fun
• I would like to change my handwriting neater

So learning is play because it’s fun.
What about using computers in reading and writing?
That is very fun. 

Certificates
In class you get certificates
and medals in assembly and for
being excellent. You get dojos for
doing the right thing and good
work. If you help people at
playtime you get a dojo.

Literacy
What things do you need?
You need resources – rubber, pencil,
sharpener and pen. Learning and
reading interesting book is play.

In Maths using resources in maths
is extremely fun.

I would like to challenge me in
my neatest handwriting and improve
in my handwriting.

This is a English wall.

It shows our learning in English and
helps us in English. 

This is me and
I love literacy. 



The two photographs 
on B53’s poster show a 
classroom book corner 
and a double page 
spread from a writing 
workbook. The 
children regularly 
annotate written texts 
to identify features 
that they might use in 
their own work. 
B53 talks about a range
of curriculum subjects
with enthusiasm.



How do you learn? You learn in school. If you need help hand up and
then the teacher will help you. If you concentrate on your work, then you will
and you will be good handwriting. When you go to Year 3 then you will
then you will get good handwriting. 

Playtime
When you are playing you must
be careful all has seen 
you you and don’t bump. 

Art
We can make experiment 
together and we help 
people.

reading and writing is important 
because you can concern-
trating
and can write better.

Science
I love science because
sometimes we make
experiment.

PE
I love PE because
we get to play games. 



A32 was very enthusiastic 
about the importance of the 
research, saying he wanted to 
share it with the world. He 
talks about the importance of 
being confident in reading 
and writing. His poster 
includes photographs of 
pictures from the wall displays 
in the classroom book area.  



This is me and
My name is
I want to learn
About research and
I want to show
It to the world.

I picked this picture because it
Shows you about reading information
And books

What will the world be without
Reading and writing?
It wouldn’t 
be fair
If schools
Were built
And nobody
was allowed to
enter

What do
You remix
Into literacy
In school?

Reading and
writing is
focus.

Reading is
Information
from books
into your
brain.

Working
We can use resources like pencils
and science to learn and be confident.
In confidence you have to not be very
shy to do learning. Our new book in 
English is called Zeraffa Giraffa. We are
writing a letter to a Pasha in France
not to give a elegant giraffe to
the King of France. The book is
a resource.

I picked this picture so then people can
know what is reading.



B44 stresses the 
importance of reading. 
Her photographs show 
the book the class is 
studying, Zeraffa
Giraffa by Dianne 
Hofmeyr and Jane Ray. 
She talks about 
working hard, learning 
and becoming smart.  
She also notes the 
importance of her 
teacher. 



Reading Writing and Learning
Learning can make you smart.
You can read to get intelligence.
Reading is the best thing you
could do. You can learn a lot
to get smart. Learning is so important.

Reading
and
writing
is important
to me
because
I want
to get smart. 

Writing
is my
favourite
thing to do
in school.
Everyone is 
allowed
to read. 

This is a book called
Zeraffa Giraffa. This is a book
that Year 2 children used for
our independent writing. 

Remixing literacy is important.
Reading is so important. Remixing
literacy is reading and learning.
You can read at school.
Do you read at school?
Do extra learning

Reading
People and children read m

any
books. Som

e people read books from
the library. There are books called
Zeraffa G

iraffa, C
laude in the C

ity, Anna
Hibiscus. So m

any people read books
to act sm

arter.

You can learn from
your teacher. Teachers are so
kind.

This is our
work board.
It has all
of our writing
ideas. We use
our writing board
for ideas.



B43’s took his 
photograph in the 
neighbouring 
classroom, but his 
own classroom had a 
similar English board.
His poster focused on 
reading, writing and 
learning. B43
explained the ‘5 
Rs’(top right) an 
important part of the 
school’s approach to 
learning. He also  
explains what phonics 
is. 



What is important?
• Your conjunctions
• Neat handwriting
• contractions
• commas

What do you do?
• I do my homework
• I learn different things every day
• I use my five Rs

Dojo and work
Dojo is something that tells
you that your teacher is proud.

Phonics and English
Phonics is a subject which
helps you to learn new
words and sound. In English we
have learnt an new book called
I will ever never eat a tomato!
The characters are Charlie and Lola. 

If you don’t understand
something you need to use
your 5Rs. 5Rs are Reflective, 
Relationship,
Resilient, Resourceful and Responsible. 

This is the English workboard
in the other class. It helps
us to understand your English
work.

What do other people 
do?

Some can be kind

They can use relationship.

Maybe some people can help you.
Studies are important for
your knowledge.



B49 explains all the 
things that studying 
and reading can do for 
people. He talks about 
what children need in 
class. However, he also 
mentions the 
importance of play and 
having a break. B49 
refers to needing 
‘green pen.’ The 
children use green 
pens to correct their 
work. 

B49’s poster extended beyond the page 
on the right-hand side. The transcript on 
the following page fills in the part of his 
work that could not be scanned.



In class we need

What things do you have to know?
We have to know our punctuations, headings, subheadings and our
clear writing. What do other people do? Other people can
help us for the answer or where to go if we’re new.

What we need?
• rubber
• sharp pencil
• ruler
• glue stick
• green pen
• colour pens

We should play and read
We should play because we need lots of energy
We read because it makes us clever. It makes our brain think
faster.

This is about literacy in school and home. 

Study makes people happy.
Study makes people more
smart and study makes people
think more question and
exclamations. Homework make
people learn more techniques and
learn more. Study make people
how to use a electronical. Study makes
people how to put oil in a 
car.
We need to do?
Help people if they
don’t know what to do. 

In class we need?
• rulers
• colours pen
• pencil
• green pen
We should play read?
We need to play because
we need a break. We need 
to read because when we grow
up we need to read. We should
learn because when we grow
up we have to do something.

This is me. I like
writing.



B30 also writes 
about following the 
school’s 5 Rs 
(written as hours, 
on the right of the 
poster). His 
photographs show 
the classroom 
white board (here 
with some notes for 
the posters) and 
the classroom book 
area.  



Literacy is important in school and outside..

The book area is important because
all the Non-Fiction books give you more
knowledge.

Reading, writing and learning is important
because it means you’re working hard in
school each day.

Reading, writing and learning is special
because it gives you more knowledge
and intelligence.

Certificates are important because
it shows how well you done to
include these that you’ve been
following the five Rs each day.
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